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The planet Saturn is considered a relative to Jupiter. Saturn is 
named after the Roman god of agricul ture, the father of Jupiter. At 
891 million miles (1434 million km) from the Sun, Saturn is the si xth 
planet from the Sun. It is the second-largest planet in the solar 
system, with a diameter of 74 ,900 miles (120,536 km). While Saturn is 
only a bit smaller than Jupiter, its mass is much smaller. Still, the 
mass of Saturn is 95 times Earth's mass. Saturn's sur face area is 83 
times larger than Earth's. 

Around 4 million years ago, dust and gases swirled together to 
create Saturn. The Assyrians fi rst recorded Saturn in the 8th century 
BC. Galileo spotted Saturn in the 1600s. He thought he was looking at 
three planets or a planet with handles. He even called the rings of 
Saturn "ears."

Saturn is the second gas planet, which means it is made up 
primarily of 96% hydrogen, 4% helium, and trace amounts of 
acetylene, ethane, ammonia, methane, and phosphine. Like Jupiter, you 
could not stand on Saturn because there isn' t a sur face since it's 
made of gas. However, hydrogen converts to liquid and then metal 
deeper inside the planet. Saturn possibly has a core made of i ron and 
nickel. It would be twice the si ze of Earth.

Earth is the jewel of the solar system, but Saturn is considered 
the crown. This "ringed planet" has 30 ring systems surrounding it. 
Saturn's rings are made of ice particles, dust, and rocks. The rings 
extend 155 , 000 miles (250,000 km) wide, which is similar in distance 
from the Earth to the Moon. However, they are about 20 meters thick 
and 30 feet (10 meters) wide. There are spokes within the rings. Up 
close, the rings are showers of rock and ice. Astronomers think that 
shattered comets and asteroids formed the rings around Saturn. The 
gap between the rings is called the Cassini Division. Other planets 
have rings too, however, Saturn's rings can be seen with a telescope. 
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Astronomers have labeled Saturn's main rings with letters of the 
alphabet. The main rings are called A, B, and C, while the rings 
discovered more recently are called D, E, and F. Saturn's rings orbit 
Saturn at di fferent speeds.

Saturn is considered King of the Moons with 82 confirmed 
moons, al though some astronomers think only 53 are confirmed, and 
29 need more exploration or discovery. Dutch astronomer Christian 
Huygens discovered Titan, the largest Moon on Saturn, in 1655. He was 
also the fi rst to identi fy Saturn's rings. The Moon Titan is second only 
to Jupiter 's Ganymede moon. Titan is larger than the planet Mercury. 
Titan's atmosphere is primarily nitrogen, like ancient Earth. Saturn 
also has a small moon called Mimas. This small Moon looks like the 
Death Star from Star Wars due to a crater.

Saturn appears to be yell ow, caused by ammonia crystals in the 
upper atmosphere. Weather on Saturn includes very windy electrical 
storms as large as the United States. Winds near the equator on 
Saturn reach 1 , 1 18 miles per hour (1 ,800 km/hour). For perspective, 
Earth's hurricane winds are 360 feet per second (1 10 meters per 
second). Astronomers think that Saturn's winds are the fastest in the 
solar system. The average temperature of Saturn's upper atmosphere 
is -285 degrees Fahrenheit (-175 degrees Celsius). 

Other interesting Saturn facts:
• Saturn has white spots like Jupiter 's red spot, as seen from the 

Hubble Space Telescope.
• Saturn would fl oat i f placed in a large enough ocean because 

Saturn is less dense than water.
• A day on Saturn lasts 10 hours and 14 minutes. However, a year on 

Saturn lasts over 29 Earth years.
• Spacecraft could not land on Saturn because it would be crushed, 

mel ted, and vapori zed.
• Twice every 29 .5 years, the rings appear to disappear on Saturn. 

However, this is an optical ill usion.
• Looking through a telescope, Saturn looks flattened.



Fill  in  the  blank

Multiple  choice

How many moons does 
Saturn have?

How many ring systems 
surround Saturn?

Which moon is said to 
l ook like the Death 
Star?

Which planet has the 
largest moon?

Who fi rst recorded 
Saturn in the 8th 
century?

What color does Saturn 
appear to be?

True  or  false
Galileo called the rings of 
Saturn ears.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

The largest moon of 
Saturn is called 
Ganymede.

A.  Earth
B.  Saturn
C.  Jupiter
D.  Mars

A.  Zeus
B.  Assyrians
C.  Mexamericans
D.  None of the above

A.  Yell ow
B.  Gray
C.  Blue
D.  Green

Up close, the rings are 
showers of diamonds 
and ice.
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A.  4
B.  82
C.  7
D.  91

A.  10
B.  40
C.  20
D.  30

A. Titan
B. Io
C. Ganymede
D. Mimas

Saturn is named a fter 
the Roman god of 
agricul ture.

Astronomers think 
Saturn's winds are the 
fastest in the solar 
system. 

The gap between the 
rings is called the Bellini 
Di vision.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

Saturn has white spots, 
like Jupiter’s red spot.

TRUE         FALSE

13 14 15The planet Saturn is 
considered a relative to 
Jupiter.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

Saturn is the eighth 
planet from the Sun.


